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ABSTRACT

The aim of this project is to develop a system that identify faults in network

environment automatically and suggest possible actions to be taken to attend the

problem, besides managing the network device. Basically in a network environment,

the faults occurred and being detected eventually by the users or the NA. However,

there are existing systems which could be used to detect errors in LAN environment.

But mostly the scope of the existing system is far bigger and aimed to cater the need

of network configuration in bigger organization. It is much more complex and

complicated for smaller office which content a simple network configuration such as

one-floor office workplace. For the project, the scope is within a simple network

configuration with basic network appliances attached to the network environment.

The project focuses more on single-floor office workplace area and simple network

functions being done in the LAN environment. Basically, the NMS developed will use

one of network protocols named SNMP to monitor and gather information from

network devices in monitoring and identifying error in the network. All errors being

identified based on network appliances' behavior in the LAN environment. Once the

errors have been detected, the NMS then will suggest possible solutions for the

problems occurred and prompt it to the NA. The project's research is basically

focusing more on analyzing the trap messages to identify the criticality of the network

faults occurred in the network environment, besides also focusing on dividing

network environment areas to analyze and categorized each fault that might possibly

occur.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

In a small network environment in an office consists of series of network appliances

that build up a network facilities. Network appliances in a network environment

consists of appliances such as the Server Workstation, Modem, Switches or Hubs,

Antivirus appliances, Firewall appliances, Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) unit,

Database Servers, Web Servers, File Servers, Email Servers and many other

appliances vary depending on the size of an organization. Besides the network

appliances stored in the server, there are also appliances that attached to the network

environment such as the client workstation of the network and network printers.

1.1.1 Network Functions

There are many network functions could be performed in network environment.

Example of network function is accessing Internet. In accessing Internet, all network

equipments that attached to the environment need to be functioning properly. The

Internet connection flows through the Modem, Firewall appliances, Antivirus

appliances, Switches and then distributed to all Client Workstations existed in the

network environment. The servers reside in Intranet system of the office providing

information that stored internally for daily office use. All network equipments stated

above need to be working properly in performing any other network functions.

Besides accessing the Internet through the networked environment, other functions

of network in an office is to share files and print certain documents on the network

printer attached to the office network. For instance in printing documents, the client

of the network should print from their workstation and then queue them to the



printer's buffer. The document printed needs to be collected by the respective

employee at the printer itself. In printing documents, the printing jobs are submitted

to the server workstation PC whereby the printer's buffer being stored. Then the

server workstation PC will send the print spool to the printer and prints the

document there.

1.1.2 Network Interrelatedness

Figure 1.1: Network Appliances Interrelatedness

Basically, all network appliances must be properly functioning in order for the client

to perform network functions. Figure 1.1 illustrates the interrelatedness of network

appliances in a network environment. The failures of one appliance to functioning

may affect other appliances' functions as well. This could affect the performance of

the network and also affect the reliability of the network to the users. Thus, the

network performance and effectiveness depends on the efficiency of network

appliances' management.



1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In ensuring that all things working properly in performing network operations such

as from printing documents up to accessing the Internet, each network appliance

need to be functioning and working properly. These network appliances act like a

team that they need to perform their functions together in order to achieve expected

results as a whole; in this case, all network operations such as accessing the Internet,

file sharing, up to printing a document and also accessing database that stored in the

network servers.

1.2.1 Problem Identification

There are various types of network fiinctions that could be done in a network

environment. The network functions involves from as simple as printing documents,

accessing database from Database Servers and up to hosting a video conferencing

session with person from other places. As much as it concerns, there should not be

any big problem if the error occurred during a simple network function such as

printing documents. However, if the user accessing Database Server and updating

the database for instance, there could be complications if the connection is not

working properly. Besides, when dealing with database the things need to be

considered is the data redundancy and confidentiality. If the connection is not in

good condition, there might be a result of leaking of information to the unnecessary

parties.

Network connection condition plays a significant role in daily network transaction in

workplaces. Therefore if there are errors in network, the time taken to attend the

problem could seriously affect the reliability of the network environment. Problems

related to hardware usually take much time and effort in term of troubleshooting

them and finding errors.

1.2.2 Significant of the Project

This project research is basically useful for the NA in offices. They do not have to

waste their time and effort in attending network problems occurred when something



bad happened. They could easily locate the erroneoushardware and troubleshoot the

appliance directly, rather than have to test each appliance and discover eventually

which hardware went wrong. By having an automated system notifying the NA

about the network condition in the workplace, it could really increase the efficiency

ofthe IT personnel in an organization.

In term of time, much time could be saved if there is such automated system

detecting errors in network environment. The NA does not have to test each

appliance if there are errors occurred in the network. This could save much time and

energy for the IT personnel. Besides, the system also would help the NA in

determining the fault area in the network environment. This could also save much

time and easier for the NA to do their task in maintaining network.



1.3 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF STUDY

The main purpose of the project is to detect errors automatically that occurred in the

LAN environment besides assisting NA in managing network, The system

developed is aimed to prompt the NA with problems that might occur in a LAN

environment besides the possible solutions for solving the problems. The main

objective of the research is on analyzing SNMP trap messages gathered from SNMP

agent utilities. Besides that, the system also will give the criticality ratings to the

network faults occurred. It means that if the system detects more that one error, the

system will suggest which problem should be attended first according to the

hardware functions.

The scope of the project is mainly for small LAN environment in a small office area

such as a one-floor office workplace. Beside that, this project also is specifically for

small and simple LAN configuration which is less complicated and less complex

from network design for big organizations. This project is based on SNMP network

monitoring whereby it uses SNMP trap messages in detecting hardware failures in

network environment. It focuses more on analyzing various types of SNMP trap

messages to determine the criticalness of each network device's failure. The project

also focused on simple network faults such as error in printing documents and also

error in accessing servers, besides error in accessing Internet.

1.3.1 Relevancy of the Project

This project is basically important to cater the need of network administrators in a

small office workplace. Their work could be simplified if there is such thing like an

automated network fault identification whereby they could just attend other task

while not worrying about errors that might occurred to the network and they could

only periodically check and maintain network connection. Usually the existing NMS

would notify all SNMP trap messages gathered in technical terms. It means that the

NA needs to know which device need to be look into when certain error messages

prompted. It works in a proactive approach which the system will gather information

automatically while the system detects errors based on the information gathered.



1.3.2 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame

Basically, this project planned to take about a year time to complete. In the mean

time, all network faults had been listed down and also the strategy to handle the

errors that occurred in a network environment had been sketched down. Beside that,

the project scope also had been redefined based on lecturers' suggestions about error

detections and handlings.

1.3.3 Assumptions

For the project, there are many assumptions made. For the sake of the project, all

errors are assumed to be only minor errors that occurred to the network devices in

LAN environment. Besides that, the security is also assumed not to be an issue in

the project although it might be related to the efficiency of network environment.

Besides that, the project also uses additional SNMP agent utility and also the SNMP

trap utility tool for the SNMP agent to send trap messages to the NMS.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW/THEORY

2.1 SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) was designed in the eighties to

monitor traffic in router interfaces, besides could be easily modified to monitor other

kind of information. SNMP's initial aim was to integrate the management of

different types of networks with a simple design that caused very little stress on the

network. SNMP operates at the application level using TCP/IP transport-level

protocols so it can ignore the underlying network hardware. This means the

management software uses IP, and so can control devices onany connected network:

notjustthose attached to itsphysical network. This also has disadvantages: if the IP

routing is not working correctly between two devices, it's impossible to reach the

target to monitor or reconfigure it [2].

2.1.1 SNMP Agents

The agent is a program running in each of the monitored or managed nodes of the

network. It provides an interface to all the items of their configuration. These items

are stored in a data structure called a management information base (MIB), which

we explain later. It's the server side, as long as it maintains the information being

managed and waits for commands from the client. There is a special command in the

SNMP command set called trap that permits an agent to send unsolicited data to

the manager, to inform it of events, such as errors, shutdowns, etc.



2.1.2 SNMP Commands

In essence, SNMP is a very simple protocol as long as all the operations it performs

deal with the fetch-and-store paradigm, and this allows for a small commands set. A

manager can perform only two different operations on an agent: request or set

the value of a variable in the MIB of the agent. These two operations are known as

get-request and set-request. There's a command to respond to a get-

request called get-response, which is used onlyby the agent.

2.1.3 SNMP Flexibility

The extensibility of the protocol is directly related to the capability of the MIB to

store new items. If a manufacturer wants to add some new commands to a device

suchas a router, he must add the appropriate variables to its database (MIB). Almost

all manufacturers implement versions of SNMP agents in their devices: routers,

hubs, operating systems, and so on. Linux is not an exception to this, and publicly

available SNMP agents for Linux can be found on the Internet [2].



2.2 USING SNMP TO MANAGE NETWORKS

By doing a get operation on a particular element of the MIB, a management system

can obtain raw data about the target end-system. The management system can then

process the data and present it to the user. By doing a set operation, the manager

can take input from the user and set a variable within the end-system, to re-set a

statistics count variable to zero for instance. Repeated invocations of the get-next

operation enable all of the MIB variables to be retrieved sequentially. Likewise set

can be used to set (or re-set) a sub-set ofMIB variables.

2.2.1 SNMP Trap Messages

The Trap message is used by the server to attract the attention of the management

system, for example to raise an alarm. There are seven trap types defined, the

seventh being a catchall for implementation specific traps. The basic traps do little

more than notify management system that something has happened. The user, via

the management system, has to make further enquiries, through gets, to find out

about the event. Some specific uses of type seven traps are being discussed by IETF

work groups in conjunction with genericMIBs [1].

2.2.2 SNMP and MIB

The user interface, without which SNMP and MIBs would be meaningless, is

implementer specific. It is not defined as a part of MIB or SNMP. Management

systems are usually based on a UNIX platform with X-Windows and Motif. In the

context of SNMP, management systems must support the protocol and some MIBs.

The object is selected from the MIB, usually displayed as a list or a tree structure.

The get operation is then invoked. The result is displayed. If the object was a

counter the display is a number. If the object was string, such as the name of the

product, the string is displayed.



2.2.3 Management Information Base (MIB)

The original SMI and MIB documents were designed to be compatible with both

SNMP and the ISO network management framework. Subsequently the needs of the

two communities diverged and the internet requirement for compatibility with ISO

was suspended. The OSI definition of managed objects will go some way to

providing consistent functionality eventually. A generic MIB defines the managed

objects common to a particular type of device, such as a LAN bridge, an Ethernet

interface; a Frame Relay system can implement support for them with predefined,

common display characteristics.

SNMP is accepted by the market place i.e. the users. It is less pain for vendors to

implement. They know it works. When "standard" CMIP does arrive it is going to

have to run very fast to catchup with SNMP, in terms of market share [1].
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2.3 MULTIPLE VULNERABILITIES IN SNMP

Researchers at Finland's Oulu University had developed tests that reveal numerous

vulnerabilities in various SNMPvl implementations. Though they only tested

SNMPvl, these vulnerabilities likely exist in SNMPv2c and SNMPv3 as well. The

Protos research project test suites are generally used to analyze a protocol and

produce messages that probe various design limits within the implementation [3].

By applying the Protos SNMPvl test suites to a variety of popular SNMPvl-enabled

products, the vulnerabilities of SNMP includes its trap handling and request

handling.

2.3.1 SNMP Security Issues

Besides, the SNMP also had problems with their insecure settings. Hackers can

guess of sniff the community name of SNMP message if they have to use the

community name to exploit these vulnerabilities. Besides that, SNMP also had

problems with spoofing as the UDP source address can easily be spoofed. Attackers

can easily send broadcast packets to compromise the whole network even if they do

not know the target device's address andthe SNMP community name [4].

2.3.2 SNMP Vulnerabilities Solutions

The SNMPvl scanner tools could be used to scan networks for devices running

SNMP. Vendor patches also useful to handle malformed SNMP messages in various

ways, such as adding stronger checking to test the validity of incoming SNMP

messages. Firewalls and routers also can be set up to perform ingress filtering at a

network border to prevent attacks from external networks onto vulnerable devices.

To control traffic leaving your network, implement egress filtering which can

prevent your system from being used as a launching pad for attack. Besides, the

community strings of the SNMP also should be changed from the default setting

besides updating signatures from vendors. If there is no need of SNMP services

implementation in networks, it is highly recommended to disabling or removing the

services [4],

11



2.4 SNMP MERITS AND DEMERITS OVERVIEW

SNMP was propounded by the IAB in 1988 for managing TCP/IP networks. SNMP

is a relatively new and research activities are ongoing in the IAB task forces for

enhancing SNMP. The usefulness of this protocol has made it already a popular

candidate in enterprise networks. As SNMP is relatively new, the paper presented is

intended to bring out the salient features of this useful protocol.

2.4.1 SNMP Advantages

There are many benefits and the drawbacks of the SNMP. The advantage of the

protocol includes its simplicity as there are just four operations involved in the

protocol. It does not need large computational or memory resources. Besides

simplicity, its extensibility also is an advantageous factor. If vendor desires to have

more network variables to control their devices, they can add those variables to his

private MIB. Besides, SNMP also comes with peer-to-peer topology which the

response to error conditions is quicker as the SNMP manager talks to the agent

directly and vice versa [5].

The SNMP's centralized management also makes it is easy to use. This architecture

gives a convenient observation point for the network administrator. The network

administrator could issue command from the central station to alter the network

behavior. Besides that, SNMP is also interoperable. This means that the manager

software and each of the agent software can be from different vendors. SNMP also

requires minimal resources to operate. No specialized hardware is needed to run

SNMP applications. The MIB variable also is very extensive and they support a

large variety of network devices and operations.

2.4.2 SNMP Drawbacks

SNMP drawbacks include its security whereby it is easy for the hackers to issue the

set of community name and get commands maliciously and gain control of the

network. Besides that, SNMP also lack of interfaces in terms of displays and others.

The associated user interfaces have to be developed separately. SNMP also seems to

12



be unreliable as the packet transferred may be lost, corrupted, duplicated or delayed.

It also had a complex data transfers since SNMP supports only simple data

structures and transfers; it can be very inefficient for transferring bulk data in a short

time. Besides, it also has proprietary MIBs. So if there are separate vendors, one

shouldacknowledge another and this might complicate SNMP implementation [5].

13



2.5 SNMP PROTOCOL, RFC AND VULNERABILITIES

IETF RFCs 1155, 1156, and 1157 define the Simple Network Management Protocol

(SNMP). The Internet community developed SNMP to allow diverse network

objects to participate in global network management architecture. Network

managing systems can poll network entities implementing SNMP for information

relevant to a particular network management implementation. Network management

systems learn of problems by receiving traps or change notices from network

devices implementing SNMP [8].

2.5.1 SNMP Message Format

SNMP is a session protocol which is encapsulated in UDP. The SNMP message

format is shown as in Table 2.1:

SNMP Message Format

Table 2.1: SNMP Message Format

Version - SNMP version number. Both the manager and agent must use the same

version of SNMP. Messages containing different version numbers are discarded

without further processing.

Community - Community nameused for authenticating the managerbefore allowing

access to the agent.

PDU - There are five different PDU types: GetRequest, GetNextRequest,

GetResponse, SetRequest, and Trap. A general description of each of these is

given in the next section.

14



2.5.2 PDU Format

The format for GetRequest, GetNextRequest, GetResponse, and

SetRequest PDUs is shown at Table 2.2:

PDl |\|K Ku]LL</4
11)

[run tuor Obiccr 1 | Ohitu 1 I
Sums J Indc\ j \ dik 1 Viluc 1

SNMP PDU Format

Table 2.2: SNMP PDU Format

PDU Type - Specifies the type of PDU; GetRequest (0), GetNextRequest (1),

GetResponse (2) and SetRequest (3).

Request ID - Integer field which correlates the manager's request to the agent's

response.

ErrorStatus - Enumerated integer type that indicates normal operation or one of five

error conditions. The possible values are:

• 0 - noError: Proper manager/agent operation.

• 1 - tooBig: Size of the required GetResponse PDU exceeds a local

limitation.

• 2 - noSuchName: The requested object name does not match the names

available in the relevant MIB View.

• 3 - badvalue: A SetRequest contains an inconsistent type, length and

value for the variable.

• 4 - readonly: Not defined inRFC1157.

• 5 - genErr: Other errors, which are not explicitly defined, have occurred.

Error Index - Identifies the entry within the variable bindings list that caused the

error.

Object/Value - Variable binding pair of a variable name with its value.

15



2.5.3 SNMP Trap PDU Format

The format of the SNMP Trap PDU is shown below in Table 2.3:

POL , rnurpus: | \**cni dakiu, ' Sp^ific hinisunip
hpfc j j Vdditss . Tid|)i Irjps

SNMP Trap PDU
Table 2.3: SNMP Trap PDU Format

PDU Type - Specifies the type ofPDU (4-Trap).

Enterprise - Identifies the management enterprise under whose registration authority

the trap was defined.

Agent Address - W address of the agent, used for further identification.

Generic Type Trap - Field describing the event being reported.

Specific Type Trap - Used to identify a non-generic trap when the Generic Trap

Type is enterpriseSpecific.

Timestamp - Value of the sysUpTime object, representing the amount of time

elapsed between the last (re-)initializationand the generation ofthat Trap.

Object/Value - Variable binding pair of a variable name with its value.

16
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK

3.1 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE

In completing the project, a simple waterfall model of SDLC was used. As known,

the waterfall model consists of four major phases; Planning, Analysis, Design and

lastly Implementation. Basically the reason for the waterfall model is to be used in

this project is because it has clearer view of the project milestone and overall

implementation. Figure 3.1 below describes the SDLC used graphically. It shows

step-by-step process of implementing the project.

Planning

Analysis

Design

Implementation

Figure 3.1: System Development Life Cycle for ANFIS

3.1.1 Planning Phase

Basically the project research is on analyzing SNMP trap messages and uses any

information that could be gathered to determine the criticalness of the error

occurred. As in the Planning phase, all methods need to be planned before the

project goes on. Such things need to be planned is determining the method to be

used in gathering information, the milestone of the project, additional tools or

17



software to be used in the system, and also all tools and software to be used in

developing the system. All planning should be made based on the resource available.

3.1.2 Analysis Phase

During this phase, the main subject to be analyzed is the method of gathering

information. There are several ways in gathering information across the network

environment. The best method need to be used to make sure that the project is

reliable and also effective in problem solving. As for the scope of the project is

mainly about detecting errors in LAN environment, besides identifying criticalness

of the errors, there are many things need to be considered in making sure that the

method used is appropriate and satisfy the system requirements.

Besides that, the subject of the problem also needs to be defined. In this case, the

project scope is to detect errors occurred. Type of errors need to be clarified.

Besides, in identifying the criticalness of the error occurred, the level of criticality

need to be defined also. Various analyses need to be made in order to come out with

the best scale of criticality level of the network faults.

3.1.3 Design Phase

This phase is basically for the project to be designed in terms of how things to be

done in the system. Based on the analysis that had been made in previous phase, all

technical structure of the program and the project will easily being constructed. For

this project, the importantmatters need to be designed is the brain of the systemand

also the structure of the system.

The main thing need to be considered in pursuing the project is to think about how

the system is goingto manage the error. In otherwords, the basicmethod of solving

the problem needs to be designed well. This method is vital in ensuring that the

effectiveness of the system. This project depends totally on the basic engine of error

detection and identification.



The system architecture of the system will be created for the developer to ease the

process of developing the systemproject. The architecture designed will give clearer

view ofthe structure ofthe system to the developer and even to the NA in managing

network. Through thorough understanding of the network structure and also the

system architecture of the NMS, the network could be managed well with more

efficiency and effectively.

3.1.4 Implementation Phase

This phase is basicallythe realization of the designphase that had been made earlier

in the previousphase. The implementation phase is dependable to the system design.

For example in implementing all modules and to integrate them to be a system, the

system architecture needs to be prepared completely. Besides that, for example in

solving problems, the method needs to be designed first. After the designed and the

requirement had been finalized, then the system could be implemented.

After the implementation had finished, the system need to be run in the real small

office network environment to make sure that the system works as it should be.

After all modules had been integrated, a simple product testing need to be run on the

system to make sure that the system works properly, and met all the requirements

needed. The testing that should be done is basically focusing on the function of the

system. This is to make sure that the system produces relevant output and meet the

requirement of the system.
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3.2 METHODS IN GATHERING INFORMATION

There are many methods could be used in gathering information in a LAN

environment. Before the project started the project scope need to be identified. The

project scope discussed here is basically regarding the method of the project to

detect network faults. As far as the project is concern, its objective is basically to

analyze the information gathered and then determine the criticalness of the error that

had been identified.

3.2.1 Log Files Analysis

One of the methods in gathering information from LAN environment is using log

files analysis. Basically, the log files produced by each network device is captured

and stored in a database. The log files then could be analyzed to determine the

network behavior. Based on the network behavior analyzed, the system will know

which hardware had experience errors. And then the system could notify the NA for

them to attend the problem based on the criticalness of the errors. However, the

problem of using this method is the log files produced from the hardware is not

standardized, and it depends on the manufacturer. Different manufacturer's

hardware produces different types of log files. In this case, the scope of the project

could be either too big or too small.

3.2.2 Simple Network Management Protocol

One of the methods of gathering information is basically using SNMP to gather

information across the LAN environment. Using this protocol, there are embedded

operations which used to retrieve information from network devices. SNMP is a

simple way to manage network, besides it is also could be used in detecting network

faults, primarily which occurred to the hardware. Basically as far as the project is

concerned, using SNMP to detect errors is the best way. It simplifies the

development process for the system developers, and it is also a powerful tool to

manage the network.
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3.3 CRITICALNESS DETERMINATION METHODS

Based on the project scope and the objectives, one of the unique functionality of the

project system is the criticality determination of the error occurred to the system.

There are many methods in determining the network fault criticalness. All methods

need to be analyzed so that the system used the most efficient way in determining

criticalness for the NA to attend the problem based on the warning given from the

system.

3.3.1 Dividing Network Area

Basically in determining the network errors the network environment should be

divided into specific area. The most common way in dividing network area is based

on the network layer. Besides the network layer itself, other method of dividing the

network area is based on the network hardware attached to the environment. The

network device could be divided into certain area, based on the criticalness of the

network appliances itself.

For example the Internet Modem is vital in ensuring that the network could access

the Internet. So in this case the Internet Modem could be considered as the critical

device. However all methods of determining criticalness of errors need to be taken

into consideration based on the project scope and also the methodology used in

detecting errors.

3.3.2 Error Criticalness Indicator

Based on the SNMP traps received from agents, the system could identify which

errors need to be attended first by the NA. The only way for the system to determine

which one is which is using the SNMP trap messages, as it is the only way of the

system to communicate with other network clients in the network environment.

Once the system had identify the error's criticality to the environment, the system

then prompt messages to the NA informing about such problems.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 PLANNING PHASE

Actually, the project was previously planned in using different method of gathering

information. Earlier, the project was planned to gather information using log file

analysis method. But after the idea being presented to lecturers, they suggested that

the project planning being revised as this is not the effective way in determining

error in the network environment. One of the lecturers suggested considering

different approaches. Then, further research beenmade in analyzing the best method

in gathering information based on the project scope.

4.1.1 Error Detection Methods

After several researches being done, the best way in developing a network

monitoring system is using SNMP. The protocol was specifically designed to

manage and monitoring network. In this case, the project uses one of SNMP

command in detecting errors occurred in LAN environment. SNMP trap messages

were used for the NMS to identify error and then locate the origin of the particular

error. There are also other methods in detecting errors; for example using the log file

analysis in determining network behavior, but it is not as simple as using SNMP

technology.
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4.2 ANALYSIS PHASE

Basically, in this phase various types of problems need to be analyzed. Before

detecting errors in network, types of problems need to be determined. In this case,

the problems had been categorized into three main categories; Internet, Intranet and

connectivity problems. Besides identifying errors that could occur in the network

environment, method of detecting errors in network and method of determining the

criticalness of the error also need to be analyzed to ensure that the system work

effectively.

4.2.1 Internet Problems

Basically, the Internet problems occurred when the client failed to access the

Internet such as accessing websites or stuff. The modem may cause the problem

communicating with other device and one of favorite solution is to restart the

modem. Besides the modem, other appliances also might cause internet failure. The

connection between client workstation to the modem also must in good shape in

order to make sure internet is accessible. For example, problems in firewall

appliances or switches also could cause internet failure.

Besides outgoing Internet traffic from the office, there might also be problem with

incoming Internet traffic into the office network. For example, if the office network

hosts their own Web Server, if there is even a simple connection error in LAN

environment, there might be complications for users from outside to access the

website hosted by the company. This might be a big problem if the company based

on more than one location, and they communicate with each other using Intranet

technology. It would be difficult for them to update their work and progress to their

superior if they use project management software via Intranet.

4.2.2 Intranet Problems

Basically, problems related to intranet are usually affecting network functions.

Network functions in this context related to all activities involving all network

devices and also transaction made through the network environment. Example of
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intranet problem is when there is error in printing documents from the client

workstations. The employee send request for printing from their workstation, and

then the network printer will get the request through the print server. Then the

printer will print out the document. Problems related to printers including the printer

out of toner or paper, the printer jammed or the printer not responding.

Besides printer, there is also associated problem regarding the server in the network.

For example, if the client failed to access all servers such as the email server,

database server, file server or application server. Besides, when the client shared

certain folders and made it available publicly, there is also possible problem if the

folder shared couldn't be accessed by other client. Certain information being shared

could be important to other client as well. This could be very difficult if the shared

information couldn't be accessed during critical time.

4.2.3 Connectivity Problems

Beside erroneous appliances, there is also possibility of erroneous in the network

connections; means the transaction medium of the network, the cable itself. The

straight-through network cable is for connecting hubs to computers and the twisted

pair cable is for connecting hubs to hubs or computers to computers. If wrong kind

of cable is being used, the network could not detect the existence of the device in its

environment. If for instance the cable that connected from the hubs to the computer

is not straight-through, the client workstations wouldn't be connected to the network

at all.

Regarding connectivity, there are also problems regarding connectivity which

sometime occurred to the client workstations connected incorrectly to the network

environment. The problem described is limited in connectivity. When this occurred,

there will be more than one possible problem to attend. Besides limited connectivity,

other problem associated with the client workstations also is when there is no

network connection at all even if there is no problem with the transmission medium.

This problem is maybe because of the device itself, whether the main switch for the

network server or the network interface hardware from the client workstation that

had the problem.
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However, problems associated with devices connecting the network to the Internet

such as the dialup modem, firewall and antivirus appliances, switches/hubs and other

possible network devices also could result error in internet connection. If the

workstations couldn't access the intranet, they are also couldn't connect to the

Internet as well. Basically, all Internet transactions require the availability of intranet

transactions. Table 4.1 below describes all possible network faults that may occurred

associated with faults occurred to each network appliance.

Appliances \elwoik Problems* -Nsspcialcd

Dial-up Modem • Client may have problem accessing
Internet

Firewall Appliances • Client may have problem accessing
Internet

Antivirus Appliances • Client may have problem accessing
Internet

Main Switches/Hubs • Client may have problem accessing
Internet

• Client may have problem accessing
intranets

• Client may have problem performing
network functions such as printing
documents

Client Workstations • Client may have problem accessing
Internet

• Client may have problem accessing
intranets

• Client may have problem performing
network functions such as printing
documents

Server Workstations • Client may have problem accessing
Internet

• Client may have problem accessing
intranets

• Client may have problem accessing shared
information on the servers

• Client may have problem logging into their
workstation

• Client may have problem performing
network functions such as printing
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documents

Servers (Database, Email, File) • Client may have problem accessing shared
information on the servers

• Client may have problem accessing emails
(Email Server)

• Client may have problem accessing the
company's database (Database Server)

Network Printers • Client may have problem printing
documents

Network Cables • Client may have problem accessing
Internet

• Client may have problem accessing
intranets

• Client may have problem performing all
types of network functions

Table 4.1: Problems Associated to Device's Failure

Although as listed, each network appliance's failure may cause the same errors, note

that there are also possibilities of more than one devices' failure. For example, if

there is configuration error in both client workstation and the servers, the problem

will most likely just occurred to the client workstation stated earlier. This means that

other client workstations that had the right kind of configuration had no problem in

accessing the servers. In this case, there is no critical error being defined by the

system.
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4.3 DESIGN PHASE

In this phase, the main design need to be made is the basic problem solving

methods. This is the main brain that will provide the basis of problem solving

mechanism in the project. Besides that, the system architecture of the NMS also had

been designed during this phase. All designs were made based on discussions with

supervisor and also with network personnel who had experience in managing and

monitoring network in office workplace, which the scale is the same like the scope

of the project.

4.3.1 Basic Problem Solving Methods

As stated earlier, this project uses SNMP widely as the underlying engine. Apart

from SNMP itself, this project is using SNMP trap messages as main method of

gathering erroneous events occurred to the network appliances. The SNMP agent

which resides in each network appliance will trigger trap message and sent them to

the IP address of the NMS which was defined earlier in the agent's MIB. The NMS

functions as stated in Figure 4.2 above.

Parse log files table
into the system

1
Determine error based

on error messages

Determine criticality
based on host IP

Determine solutions

based on error messages

i
Display notifications

toNA

Figure 4.2: Problem Solving Method
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Parse Log Files Table

Basically for this phase the system will parse the log files captured from the SNMP

trap utility tool into the table in the system. The system will assign all error

messages into an array ofvariables and then used them for comparison purpose.

Determining Error

As all error messages being assigned into variables, the error messages will be

compared with certain keywords to determine the error. Basically the trap utility tool
used contained keywords such as link up/down, authentication failure and also

application errors.

Determine Criticality

The system determines the criticality of the errors based on the erroneous device.

The system will compare the host IP and determine which device had errors.

Determine Solution

As the system identify the error occurred and the criticality of the situation, the

system then will determine possible actions to be taken. Basically the solution

involved connection and also the settings of the device.

Display Notification

The system will displayed the errors occurred, the criticality ofthe error and also the

solution and possibleactions to be taken.

4.3.2 System Architecture

The architecture of the system had been designed for the purpose of development.

The architecture is likely the same as SNMP architecture which the program resides

in the Manager level of the architecture. The system developed is the NMS itself,

whereby it holds and control the activities and receive information regarding faults

from SNMP agents resides in each device which located in the Agent level of the

architecture. Figure 4.3 illustrates the system architecture of the program.
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Agent

SNMP

Agent

SNMP

Trap
Watcher

SNMP

Agent

SNMP

Agent

ANFIS

Figure 4.3: System Architecture

Manager

Basically the manager side of the architecture contains the SNMP trap watcher and

also the system that had been developed. All SNMP agents will send traps to the

SNMP trap watcher andthe system will collect data from the log files captured from

the SNMP trap utility tools.

Agent

The agent side of the architecture will sends SNMP traps to the SNMP trap utility

tool. All faults and any errors occurred to the network device will trigger the SNMP

agents to send trap messages.
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4.4 IMPLEMENTATION PHASE

Based on the design phase that had been conducted, there are two major components

to be linked in forming the NMS. Both components are the agent side, and the other

is the manager side of the system architecture. The manager side contains the NMS

that will run all queries of the data that had been gathered. The other side, the agent

side will consists of utility program that will send information that is going to be

queried by the NMS.

4.4.1 NMS Interface

The manager side consists of the NMS that will store and query the information

gathered from all network devices. Basically the interface of the system will be a

web-based system. The main reason that the system is going to be developed as

web-based is because of the mobility of the NA. By using web-based system, the

NA could log into the system anywhere within the network environment to receive

such error message from the NMS. The system is developed using PHP language as

the scripting will be stored internally in the network server. The system will be made

internally, accessible only via the Intranet.
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Figure 4.4 above shows interface of the system. The left hand side ofthe interface is

the navigation menu of the system which could ease the user to navigate through the

system. As seen, the system had three modules and it is organized accordingly at the

menu links. The admin user could access all modules while the normal user could

only access the Network Management module and also the Session module.

4.4.2 SNMP Utility Tools

The system uses SNMP utility tools in gathering trap messages triggered from the

agent's MIB resides in each network device. Basically the main function of the tool

is to watch all trap messages that being gathered. In this system's case, the project

had specifically had focused on using SNMP Trap Watcher developed by BTT

Software in gathering trap messages. This software is a freeware that available freely

in the Internet. The SNMP Trap Watcher had gathered information about the trap

messages such as the time occurred, date occurred, the source of error and also the

description of the trap messages received.

:^-^;%lfv':UM^i!:Mi;': ?;"^-tBtSBS;§if!i;SS
3 File Edit Settings .

Time- Date Source _ ___; Description .__._ :,__ ; _.__. ,..

,©22:33:29 GG/18/2006 Local TrapWatcher Started- listening on UDPport1S2.

'©22:33:28 06/18/2006 Local Trap Watcher Stopped • closed UDP port 162.

^22:33:23 06/18/2006 Local Trap Watcher Started - listening on UDP port182.

Traps Recei ed 0 22,3-4.Jl

Figure 4.5: SNMP Trap Watcher Interface

Figure 4.4 above illustrates the SNMP utility tools used in the project in capturing

and organizing the trap messages. All trap messages stored in a text files accessible

by NMS for the system to query them in making analysis. Figure above illustrates

only an example of the product's functions. Basically the system will use this

function of the utility tools in gathering trap messages and then stored it in the text

files format database. For the project purpose, the database stored in text file named

"Traps.log".
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4.4.3 Linking Process

In linking the NMS with the database collected from the text files as mentioned

earlier, the system will simply access the "Traps.log" and then organized them into

tables. Information from the text files will be loaded into table in the NMS in order

for the system to analyze the erroneous hardware and then determine the criticality

ratings ofthe errors. After the text files being loaded into the system, the NMS then

will extract specific keywords from the text files to determine the type of error that

occurred to the system. Then after the type oferror being identified, the system will

analyze the criticalness and then prompt the NA to attend the error occurred.

fe EtSf Formo? i<& H&'p

04 02 2C05 1-.21.2"
.0-1 02.2006 . 1J.25.1S
s04/03.'2006 • 08:25:37

Local Ot^Ttap -vatcher Stopped - closed UD» port 1^2.=
Local (ijTrap catcher started - "Interring or hop port L62 =
Local • f-i)Trap watcher Stopped - closed udp port 162.*

Figure 4.6: Text File of the Database

Figure 4.5 above illustrates the text file that holds the information regarding the trap

messages gathered by the system. The (i) sign represents trap messages which is

an information and not that any error had occurred to the system. The (g) sign

represents trap messages that contains generic type oftrap messages. While the (e)

sign in the log files specifies the enterprise specific type of trap messages. In the

project's case, the system will not be predefined with any enterprise specific trap

messages. As illustrated above, the error message provided doesn't have enough

information. The NMS will specifically analyze the information and determine

which device occurred failure.
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4.5 USING SNMP TO PULL OUT INFORMATION

Basically, to pull out information from network devices in a network environment is

by using SNMP operations. The Protocol Data Unit (PDU) is the message format

that managers and agents use to send and receive information. The SNMP operations

include get, set, trap, notification, inform and report. The system will

retrieve any information stored in the agent's MIB situated in each of the network

appliance. Note that any recent products of network appliance are included with

SNMP functions [6].

4.5.1 The GET Operation

The basic method to retrieve any information from the network devices is using get

operation. The get-request is initiated by the NMS, which sends the request to

the agent. If the agent is successful in gathering the requested information, it sends a

get-response back to the NMS. Figure 4.6 illustrates the process.

NMS

The NMS sends a get request for
the router's system name

The agent responds with a get-response.
The response PDU contains the router's

system name, "Cisco",

Device

Agent

Figure 4.7: GetRequest Sequence

The get command is usefiil for retrieving a single MIB object at a time. Trying to

manage anything in this manner can be waste of time, though. This is where the

get-next command comes in. It allows you to retrieve more than one object from

a device, over a period of time. Besides get-next, get-bulk operation also can

be used to retrieve MIB object. The get-bulk operation allows a management
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application to retrieve a large section of a table at once. However, the get-bulk

operation can only be defined in SNMPv2 [6].

4.5.2 The SET Operation

Besides retrieving information, the system also will be able to configure the settings

of network devices. The set command is used to change the value of a managed

object or to create a new row in a table. Objects that are defined in the MIB on each
device asread-write orwrite-only can bealtered orcreated using this command. The

set command is similar with the get command, but it is actually changing

something in the device's configuration, as oppose to just retrieving a response to a

query. Figure4.7 illustrates the process.

NMS

The NMS sends a set request to
the agent,

Device

Agent

The agent receives the request and
determines if the NMS is allowed to modify
this object, It performs other checks and,
if any of them fail, returns a get-response

with the appropriate error code in the
PDU.

Figure 4.8: SetRequest Sequence

Basically this command is useful in terms of configuring default value for each

network device existed in the network environment. For example the IP address of

each particular network device could be change using this command. For instance if

the network printer's IP address being changed, the network administrator can run

the set command to change the previous IP address to the new one [6].
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4.5.3 SNMP Traps

Basically, a trap is a way for an agent to tell the NMS that something bad has

happened. The trap originates from the agent in the network devices and is sent to

the trap destination, as configured within the agent itself. The trap destination is

typically the IP address of the NMS, which in this case is the system that is going to

be developed. Since SNMP uses UDP, and since traps are designed to report

problems with your network, traps are especially prone to getting lost and not

making it to their destinations. However, it's better for your equipment to try to tell

you that something is wrong, even if the message never reach you, rather than

simply to give up and let the network administrator guess what happened [6]. Figure

4.8 shows the trap-generation sequence.

NMS

The agent perceives that something
has happened and sends a trap PDU to

the NMS. The NMS uses information in the
PDU to determine which interface went

down.

Device

Agent

Figure 4.10: Trap Generation

A trap might report about network interface of the agent's device that has gone

down or come back up, and when incoming call to a modem rack was unable to

establish a connection to a modem and also when the fan on a switch or router has

failed. The trap is usually packed with information. This information is in the form

of MIB objects and also their values [6].

For example, if the modem fails, the modem's agent may send a trap to the NMS

informing it of the failure. The trap is most likely be an enterprise-specific trap

defined by the modem's manufacturer. But it will probably contain enough

information to let you determine exactly what failed. Examples of failure include the
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position modem card and also the channel on the modem card. Table 4.9 describes

seven generic trap numbers exists in SNMP traps.

Ocncnc Irap Name and
\umhcf

coldStart (0)

warmStart (1)

linkDown (2)

linkup (3)

authenticationFailure

(4)

egpNeighborLoss(5)

enterpriseSpecific(6)

Definition

Indicates that the agent has rebooted. All
management variables will be reset; specifically
counters and gauges will be reset to zero (0). One
nice thing about the coldStart trap is that it can be
used to determine when new hardware is added to
the network. When a device is powered on, it sends
this trap to its trap destination. If the trap destination
is set correctly (i.e., to the IP address of your NMS)
the NMS can receive the trap and determine
whether it needs to manage the device.

Indicates that the agent has reinitialized itself. None
of the management variables will be reset.

Sent when an interface on a device goes down. The
first variable binding identifies which interface went
down.

Sent when an interface on a device comes back up.
The first variable binding identifies which interface
came back up.

Indicates that someone has tried to query your agent
with an incorrect community string; useful in
determining if someone is trying to gain
unauthorized access to one of your services.

Indicates that an ExteriorGateway Protocol (EGP)
neighbor has gone down.

Indicates that the trap is enterprise-specific. SNMP
vendors and users define their own traps under the
private-enterprise branch ofthe SMI object tree. To
process this trap properly, the NMS has to decode
the specific trap number that is part of the SNMP
message.

Table 4.11: Generic Traps in SNMP

Basically in this project, the system will mostly interpret the linkDown trap as

when the device went down, the agent resides in the device will sends trap to the

NMS and told the system that the device is went down. The systemthen will locate
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which device had the failure based on the IP address of each device. And then the

system will prompt the NA and notify them about the failure that occurs to the

network. There is also a possibility of using the enterprisespecific trap in the

system as there would be device that had pre-configured with theirprivate-enterprise

branch of the SMI object tree.
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4.6 DETERMINING ERRORS' CRITICALNESS

Basically, the information gathered in this project is primarily all SNMP trap

messages which were sent to the NMS. All trap messages sent by SNMP agents

were collected and stored in a table in the system. As mentioned earlier, the trap

messages contain various types of information regarding the represented device. The

useful information that likely to be used in analyzing errors and determining faults is

the Agent Address, which contains the IP address of the hardware.

4.6.1 IP-Based Fault Detection

Basically in determining faults, the project segmentsthe network environment based

on the IP address of each network device. The NMS will detect specific IP address

for specific network device which was predefined. The NA should determine

specific range of IP address to assign to all critical network devices such as Router,

Antivirus appliances, Firewall appliances and others. While all other network

devices such as Client Workstation, Printers, and Wireless Access Point are being

set as different range of IP address.

4.6.1.1 Main Network Devices' IP Settings

For example in distinguishing the major network devices and other devices is using

IP address. For instance, all critical network devices such as the router, antivirus

appliances and firewall being configured 10.10.0.XX as its IP address. Such as

10.10.0.1 for the Router's IP address, 10.10.0.2 for the Antivirus appliances,

10.10.0.3 for the Firewall appliances and so on. While other network devices such as

the Client Workstation and Printers being preconfigured 10.10.1.XX as its IP

address. Such as 10.10.1.1 for Client #l's IP address, 10.10.1.2 for Client #2's IP

address, 10.10.1.10 for Printer's IP address and soon.

4.6.1.2 Other Network Devices' IP Settings

By distinguishing major network devices from other devices in the network, the

NMS could detect and determine the criticalness of the error identified. The NMS
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could be predefined with series of IP range which used to determine the criticalness

of network device involved in the error. For example the IP address for most critical

device such as the Internet Modem, Routers, and Firewall appliances assigned in

range of 10.10.0.1 - 10.10.0.255. For other network devices, example is the IP range

10.10.1.1 - 10.10.1.255 is for other network device that will do no major harm to the

network when error occurred.

4.6.1.3 Identifying Error's Criticalness

The NMS could identify which network device sends the trap messages through the

IP address of which the agent resides. Then the NMS could identify the criticalness

of the errors easily. As for example above, if the NMS receive a trap message from

IP address 10.10.0.2, the NMS will identify that the errors received might be critical

to the network environment. Then the system could run other set of identification

phase to determine the exact errors.

4.6.2 Extracting Keywords from Trap Messages

After the NMS identified which IP represents which appliances, the system then will

extract the trap messages that had been collected from the log files stored all the trap

messages. For example the keyword "Authentication Failure" noted in the text file

will prompt an error message of that the device could not be accessed. Then, the NA

could troubleshoot the network device which is in error based on the IP address.
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CONCLUSIONS

As for the conclusions, all the objectives had being achieved successfully. The

system developed could assist the NA in managing the network device in terms

inventory and also the fault management. Besides that, the system also could detect

errors automatically based on log files produced by the additional utility tools used

in the project. And then the other objective also had been achieved as the system

could determine the error criticality based on the erroneous device to help the NA to

determine which fault to be attended first. Besides that the system also helps NA in

suggesting possible action to be taken.

For the recommendation, the system could be expanded for bigger network scale.

Besides that the system also could be modified for it is to update automatically the

IP address of the system. As if the network device had occurred that the IP address

changed, the system could be updated the database containing the IP address

respectively. The system could get all information from each network device and

then update the database. The system also could be developed fully integrated with

all other SNMP functions such as the get, set, get-request and set-request.
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